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Have Yon Bought Yonr Tag! Do It Now!

A IM IK
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STATE UNIVERSITY

OF MONTANA, MISSOULA, MONTANA

M E EC STUDENTS

TIE FOR FIRST
Music Majors Will TWO
IN HISTORY
Give Last Recital AWARD
ESSAY COMPETITION
in Studio Tonight Thora Sorenson, senior in the

TUESDAY, MAY 24, 1927

FRED MORRELL
IS ALTERNATE

VOLUME XXVI.

WESTERN MONTANA French Club to Give
DE MOLAYS’ PICNIC Three Puppet Plays
WILL BE HELD SOON

at Matinee Saturday

NUMBER

SENIORS PEAN 6REEK
E)

Members of the Western Montana
DeMolny association will hold their
Mathematics department, and Harold
.second
annual picnic at MacDonald A matinee will be given in the
Dorothy Reeves, Winifred, and Blinn, senior in the History deport
lake, 14 miles south of Ronan, Sat Little Theater next Saturday morning Graduating Class W ill End College
>e»t to Take Place Thursday; Edith Dawes, Hamilton, who receive ment, were awarded the prize for the
Career With
urday,
May
28. The party will return 10 o’clock, at which three puppet
B.A. degrees in music this spring,
Style Show aitd Foods
Distinction
in the evening and attend the dance at
Essay contest. The competi
will give a recital tonight at 8:15 Bennett
plays
will
be
presented.
''
Exhibit Planned
at
Post
Creek
pavilion.
tion was so keen that no definite first
o'clock, in the studio,- Room 205, Main award
These
plays
are
to
be
presented
un
The
association
was
formed
last
could
be
given.
Theprize,
hall.
which amounted to $50, was divided FINAL SELECTIONS MADE year when the several DeMolay chap der the auspices of the French club, “It’s all Greek t6 us,” is the state
program:
located in western Montana held “Le Cerele Du Chevalier de la Veren- ment of Walt Nelson, chairman of the
Xbe Home Economics department The
Sonata, Mozart; Theme With Va between the two winners.
BY PRESS CONVENTIONS ters
a picnic at Melita island in Flathead drye.” They have been translated committee on senior class day exer
I boid an Open House Thursday riations, Minuet, Rondo, by Miss . Miss Sorenson’s paper was on “Panlake.
It consists of the chapters in
Americapism.”
Mr.
Blinn’s
topic
was
cises,'in referring to the elaborate and
rtohft, May 26, from 7:30 to 10:30 Reeves.
Hamilton, Stevensville, Kalispell, from the original French plays by interesting program that has been
World Court.”
'dock on the third floor of the Nat- Chanson Provinciate, Dell’Aqua, “The
George
Le
Roux,
a
member
of
the
Missoula,
and
Poison.
The
officers
Ten
Men
Selected
From
Total
The
judges
for
the
contest
were
planned for Class day night, June 4.
Dawes.
|j Science building. This is the Miss
H. Toelle, associate professor of of 320 Competitors for are: Edwin Booth, Comanche, presi French class. Two of the plays to be - “Everything will be in the Greek—
French Suite, Bach, Miss Reeves.. J.Law;
time that such an event has been June
O. Tonning, assistant professor Movie Opportunities; More dent; Charles Dill, Hamilton, vice- given will be entitled “Stop Thief,” scenes, costumes and properties,”
is
in
My
Heart,
Vaughan;
(tempted, and if it proves successful Slumber Song, MacFnyden; Phyllis of History; Dr. C. R. Howd, instruc Contests Later.
president ; George Glendenning, Kal and “The Bandit Has Found His added Nelson. “The seniors feel that
is hoped to make the Open House Has Such Charming Graces, Wilson; tor in Economics; E. L. Freeman, pro- J
ispell, vice-president, and Mason Master.”
their four years in college have been
All the material and scenery used exceptionally
I annual feature of this department. The
Marcy, Poison, secretary-treasurer.
fessor
of
English;
and
G.
D.
Shallenactive and successful and
Clarke, by Miss Dawes. berger, professor of Physics.
II students and residents of Mis- LeLinnet,
All DeMolays and Masons who are in the presentation is the property of they want to close their college career
Plus
Que
Lente,
Debussy;
Gol
Fred
Rowe
Morrell,
u
freshman
in
Ija are invited to attend this first liwog’s Cake Walk, Debussy; Rhap- Each year the Bennett Essay con the University, was picked among the attending the University are eligible the French class, and it is thought with something big.”
trmal opening . No charge is to be sodie G Minor, Brahms; Slumber test is conducted by the History de ten alternates to the winners of the to attend the picnic and tickets, which that if this show proves a success,
Dramatized Exercises
The prize consists of in
two dollars a couple, are being numerous others will be given next
frill be dramatized
Song, Schumann; Nu Sospiro, Lizst, partment.
National Picture contracts, ac are
Gertrude Maloney and Blanche Pe by
sold by Edwin Booth and Mason year. A charge of ten cents admis andThewillexercises
terest on a sum of money, which was First
consist of three parts: the
Miss
Reeves.
cording
to
a
message
received
this
rn are general chairmen in charge
donated to the University by William morning from John M. McCormick, Marcy. Students who plan to attend sion will be made.
history,
will,
and
prophecy. Varsity
•(he arrangements. Other members Admission free.
requested to see either Booth or
Jennings Bryan.
awards will be given as a part of
general manager of West Coast pro are
f the department working under them
Marcy as soon as possible to obtain
the
program.
ductions of the First National Picture their
re 8i*ter Margaret, Alda Torgerson,
S E N IO R A N N O U N C E M E N T S
ticket.
All parts will have Greek settings
oxle Cop enhaver. Marguerite
A R R I V E A T A S U M S T O R E Corporation. The message follows:
The Masonic orders of Western
and will be acted in Greek costume.
“We beg to advise you that a jury Montana
(ighes, Jean lVigal, Ruby Sanders,
are
helping
the
DeMolay
The
reading of the history will be ac
Wet Watters, Isabel Lentz, Mrs.
Senior announcements and cards consisting of the press of America, chapters in putting on this picnic.
companied by classical dancing, music,
fife -Clara Moe. Hazel Hanften,
have all arrived and may be called as represented here, and the Rules De
and
pantomimic acting and posing.
btilda Stegilmer, Anne Thomas,
for at the ASUM store. Three hun partment of First National Pictures, R. E. M O R R IS A C C E P T S
The scene for this part is a greek
brie Bell, Thelma Jacobsen, Madedred extra ones have been ordered to Inc., headed by Ned Depinet, now in
G R E A T F A L L S PO SITIO N
garden,
with massive Doric pillars in
te Turk and Lucile Brown.
meet the demand of seniors who want international convention, have today
the foreground. The acting will take
selected the following ten men from Robert E. Morris, instructor in the Board of Recommendations Places place
more.
Basketball Conference to Be
r To Model Garments
in
a pale blue garden in the
Th irty Seniors and Graduates
The announcements arc different the following Universities and col Department of Mathematics, has ac
in Chicago During the
Thirty-six models will appear in the
background.
for Next Year
from the plain ones of last year. They leges for the opportunity contracts cepted a position in the office of the
Intercollegiate Meet
| ! show. The models will feature
Nan
Walsh,
Alice Lease, Manreen
are of heavy white paper with the offered by First National Productions city engineer of Great Falls for the
fferent types of dresses which have
Desmond, and Gladys Price, as mys
University seal engraved in silver at Corporation as the prizes in the summer. Mr. Morris will make out
P made in the various clothing
tical muses, carry the interpretivp
search for collegiate film talent re the tax assessment rolls for the city. At this time of year the Board of parts
««ses during the year, under the di Coach Jim Stewart has received a the top.
the dance.
cently conducted by tills company in
Recommendations is unusually bu^y Theinclass
ction of Edith Rhyne, assistant prq- letter asking him to serve as a mem
will has for its setting a
conjunction
With
College
Humor:
obtaining
positions
for
seniors
tarho
aior of home economics.
ber of the National Basketball asso
potter's
in old Greece. The
John Westwood of Princeton, Richard
expect to teach during the coining charactersstand
III foods department, under the di- ciation. The first meeting of the as
are:
Mura ’nd Mud, maker
Miles
Clendenin
of
California,
Leland
year, and also for former graduates, of pots and crocks;
frtion of Anne Platt, assistant pro- sociation will be held at Chicago June I
Mazda, a page
S. Wilcox of Michigan, John Vanwho have already been teaching. Many of Greek in the slang,
-S80Tof home economics, will feature 10 and 11 during the National Inter
and three
Cleave
Morris
of
Purdue,
Sturat
Clay
I students have already placed in vari scribes, buzzards of the Greek
is comparative values of foods. collegiate track meet.
bar.
ton Knox of Yale, Warner Graham
ous high schools and grade schools in
| i | Values will be illustrated by The basketball coaches of the Big
Slapstick
Will
Smoot
of
Northwestern,
Thomas
KelMontana, as well as in other states. According to members of the com-'
harts and prepared foods arranged Ten conference, the Missouri Valley
cey Denton of Michigan, Edward E.
Thirteen seniors have received apl illustrate a well balanced and a conference, and of most of the mid-1
the will is a riot of slapstick,
Karges of Northwestern, John How
I pointraents for next year. Helen amittee
tell balanced diet.
est institutions met at the Drake Bear Paws and Tanans in Charge land
Elements W ill
Decide Scene
burlesque of the Greeks, with Milt
Stambaugh
of
Chicago,
D.
C.
Chaffin
will teach home economics in Gross
relays this year and decided to form
§. Food Demonstration
of Drive to Raise Money for
Journalists’ Annual
humor.
The entire cast for
‘Cassidy
of
Georgia
School
of
Techno
the Belgrade high schooL Maureen
like the present footComing Trips
Get-Together
Hiss Plat t will also have one of her an association
will has not as yet been selected.
logy.
Desmond will be an instructor of Eng theThe
combine. The most prominent I
U p working hi the food laboratory, mil
prophecy
will
enacted in the
There is a possibility that some of
lish and physical education at Grey- same setting as the behistory
;baches present at the meeting were
aking small cakes as a practical formed
and will
the selected may for one reason or
bull, Wyo. Greta Shriver will instruct be a serious classical literary
a Central West commit- “Members of the student body re another
emonstration of the way the girls ee and into
part,
be prevented from accept i Weather will be the deciding factor Latin and English classes at Dixon
requested to ask certain
fork in the department and the type oaches were
accompanied,
as
in
the
history,
by
ing
this
opportunity
and
therefore
the
i
determining
whether
Dean
Stone
sponded
exceptionally
well
to
the
tag
next
year.
Bernice
Evans
has
ac
to become members of the
I work which they do. The food ssociation.
!
classical
dancing,
music,
and
panto
jury has selected the ten follow night will be held indoors or out-of- cepted a position at Geyser as a com
few prepared will be served, with Coach Stewart will fill a double bill sale and the Bear Paws have sold a joint
mimic acting.
ing
men
as
alternates,
in
the
order
doors,
but
it
will
be
held
tomorrow
mercial
teacher.
Keith
Haines
will
|fee, in the dining room throughout during the trip as he will accompany goodly number since they began the they are listed below: Robert Thurs evening regardless of the elements, be instructor in the elementary grades
Program A fte r Parade
job yesterday morning,” said Art ton of Cornell, James Sledge of Texas, i Weather permitting, the picnic will be at Bozeman. George Kranz will be j The program will be given in the
be evening.
entries to the national Burns, Bear Paw chief grizzly.
In the clothing laboratory, exhibits Montana’s
I
men’s
gymnasium,
following the lanheld at Orr’s park, up the Rattle
The tags are being sold to raise
re to be arranged to show the vari- meet.
;tern parade on the oval. The Uni(Continued on Page 4)
snake; otherwise it will be held on
(Continued on Page 3)
money for the track team. The gate
fli Other phases of work being done
j versity has made arrangements to
the campus. Everyone is asked to
receipts for the track season have not
j this department.
have the gym decorated, and for a
be at the Journalism shack by 5
been up to those of former years due
' large stage to be erected in one end.
o’clock,
where
cars
will
transport
to the bad weather that has accom
CLARK D E L I V E R S A D D R E S S .
j
According to Malcolm Morrow, class
I them to the scene of activity.
panied practically every appearance
president, the University authorities,
I The refreshment committee has arthe Montana cinder men have made
Professor W. I \ Clark of the For-.
as
well as the seniors, are particu| ranged for some tasty food, which
H Language department addressed
in Missoula. Consequently, if a team
| larly anxious to make the exercises a
will include two kinds of sandwiches,
ke graduating class of the Whitefish
to be sent to the two Coast con
success.
No admission will be charged
veai salad, baked beans, coffee, and
isji;school last Thursday.
ference meets money has to be raised.
for the -program.
cookies. Following the supper the
Through a proposal of the United This gives the students an oppor Gordon Itognlien, Kalispell, was Iparty will gather around the campfire,
Barkes Adams, two-letter man in
Feature syndicate of New York, stu tunity to show the members of the
the fireplace, as the case may be, track,
lesse to Broadcast
dent writers in this country and team that they appreciate the laurels named cadet major of the Grizzly bat or
has been chosen captain of the Riedell Will Exhibit
songs and listen to talks given
they have garnered thus far this sea talion for next yeur at the lust reg sing
abroad
will
be
able
to
make
articulate
1928
Montana track squad. Seventeen
by
faculty
members,
newspaper'
men,
From Station KUOM the younger generation's attitude son and that they are willing to send ular formation of the organization
Color Theory Charts
and senior students. Winni- lettermen were present at the meet
toward its world; to give expression them to other meets that they may ac yesterday afternoon on the oval. alumni
fred Wilson and Miles Romney will ing which was held Saturday in Stew
matters which it feels it has the complish more feats and still further Awurds for riflery and athletics were represent
the
alumni
in
their
speeches,
Professor It. H. Jesse, dean of men. oh
art's
office.
;to be concerned in, through a the “spirit of Montana.”
made after the new officers were ap and Edgar Reeder and Heloise Yinal Barkes has been a track man for Clifford Riedell, professor of( fine
P | featured on the program to be right
news service, an International Press, The members of both Tanan and
arts, will put in place in the Fine
will represent the seniors. The
years. He was a member of Arts
roadcast over KUOM, University ra it has been announced. The company Bear Paw are selling the tags and pointed.
studio this week 181 charts
The other commissions made were guests of the evening will be Presi three
the
frosh
squad
in
1925
and
has
been
students
who
have
not
as
yet
pur
making
the
offer
is
owned
and
oper
showing the Riedell theory of color
to station, next Thursday eveninj
Captains Wulter Sanford, adjutant;
C. II. Clapp, Pean Spaulding, a Varsity man for the last two sea»- which
the different pos
riten lie will give a talk. The pro ated by the United Press associations. chased their tags are urged to do so Harold Khude, Edwin Koch, and Ste dent
B. Davis, French Ferguson, and sons, winning a letter both seasons. sibilitiesdemonstrates
of color combinations. The
neb starts at 8 o’clock and will ‘be The syndicate proposes to distrib this afternoon. The price of the tags phen Ilanson. Seniors in the advanced 1W.
Mr. Christenson of the New North- He is a quarter-miler, half-miler, and entire
group
of
charts
worked out
I follows: Vocal solos and duets by ute student-written articles each week is 50 cents.
course who completed their work and I west.
miler, though his best race is the 880. Mr. Riedell, some ofwas
the better de
| | A. W. Olson, Mrs. R. H. Bishop; to papers in this and foreign coun
were commissioned as second lieuten
He is at present state title holder in by
signs
and
combinations
being
in the
kite selections by Melville Noyes; pi tries. Their aim is to give a direct,
ants in the Officers Reserve corps
the half-mile, Tunning the event in
of landscape scenes.
nto selections by Miss Margaret vitalized and intelligent cross-section
ure William Orton, Bob AUing, Don*
1:59.2 at the dual meet with Wash form
This
exhibition
is
being
given
for
'Onex; special numbers by a male of youth's outlook and thought. The
aid Moore, Edwin Booth, Tyler Straington State college.
the benefit of the design class. Mr.
Ptrtette consisting of George Miller, purpose of the plan is to utilize the
ley, and William Kelly.
Adams
will
be
a
senior
in
the
For
Riedell
will
discussTiis
theory
Thurs
ifcrard Little, tenors, Ira B. Fee, facilities and organization of the Unit
Following the naming of the new
estry school next year. He is a mem day afternoon during the regular class
U ,C . Smith, basses; violin selec* ed Press associations all over the
officers came the presentation of com*,
ber of the Druids, honorary forestry period from 1:30 to 3:30. Mr. Rie
m|l by Mrs. Paul Brown; harmonica world by calling to the attention of
missions*
to
the
new
reserve
officers
fraternity,
and also a Sigma Nu, men’s del! slated that anyone who was in
H ftiona by M. R. C. Smith; talk by publishers and editors this unusual Bob MacKenzie and John Allen, and awarding of trophies for the year.
national
social fraternity.
paper service.
i II. Jesse.
The
School
of
Music
will
present
terested in this theory is invited to
editor and art editor respectively of They are us follows:
Coach
Stewart
announced at the attend
Good Possibilities
the lecture.
the 1927 Sentinel, returned Thursday Col. Geo. Weisel trophy, five high students of the junior department in meeting that he wants
all
of
those
The
opoprtunities
possible
under
from Great Falls, after spending inen in the Ninth corps area mutch, recital, Wednesday night at 8:15 men that run anything over the 220
FORESTRY STUDENTS this system are considered unlimited. night
winner,
Edwin
Koch.
The
others
several
days
in
that
city
on
Sentinel
FORESTRY
SCHOOL
in the University auditorium. to be out for cross-country next fall
WILL VISIT SAVENAC Success will depend on the copy re work.
who placed in the event in order are o’clock program:
as there is a possibility that the con HOLDS BARBECUE IN
If it is of general interest They arrived in Great Falls Monday Frank Ailing, G. Pease, Ralph Ben- The
NURSERY AT IIAUGAN ceived.
Sonata in D Major, Hadyn. Mar ference cross-country may be held
and anything that is good newspaper night and spent Tuesday and Wednes juinin, L. Briner.
HONOR OF SENIORS
McKay; Minuet, Dussek, Forest here.
Next Tuesday at 5 o’clock in the copy, it will be acceptable. Cartoons day at the Tribune Printing and Sup The Missoula Mercantile trophy, garet
Schini;
Two
Two-Part
Inventions,
The
following
lettermen
were
pres
that
have
value
can
find
a
market
here
afternoon the foresters held
turning, the students in the Silyiculply office, reading proof and straight highest score in the M. M. mutch, Buch, Lila Adams.
at the meeting: Dick Davis, Ken Sunday
annual barbecue in honor of
tare class in the Forestry school! also.
ening up odds and ends on the book. Edwin Koch. This is the second year Arabesque, Leschetisky; Minuet, ent
neth Davis, Tom Davis, Barkes Ad their
tod those from the management class The newspaper service offers to They read practically all of the proofs that Koch bus won this trophy.
the
seniors
in the Forestry school li
Bach-MaoDowell;
Regandon,
MacJake Miller, Clark Whitcomb,
•Wring to go, will leave for the Save-I promote this new service as all others except those of the athletic section, Intra-mural medal for the highest Dowell ; Pierrette, Chaminade; Ara ams,
Pearce, Otto Bessey, Sam Kain. brary.
Because
of
the constant drizzle for
pgjjnirsery at. Haugan, Mont. I are promoted. The United ^Feature which were sent to Missoula to be score, prone position, was awarded to besque. Mokrejs, by Margaret McKay. Cal
Claude Samples, Clarence Spaulding,
This is only one of the numerous service plans to appoint an editorial read and were returned to the Tri Donald Burbank.
past week, it was impossible to
Adoration. Borowski, Virginia Reid Harmon, Arnold Gillette, Steve the
1$$ that are to be taken this spring staff for selection and handling of ar bune office yesterday. The book has The last uwards made were the ban Muckier;
hold
the
affair
in the woods, as pre
Russian Song, Schuett; Hanson, Lawrence Gaughan, Carl TyKtrter to afford an insight into the ticles offered by the students. The gone through :the press once and is ners for the final events in the inter
planned. Early in the morn
Song, Mendelssohn; Scherzo, sel, and Tom McCarthy, who won a viously
r*rtous practical fields of forestry.) syndicate will defray all costs of man now oh its second run. It is very at company competition. Compuny A. Hunting
ing
the
cooks,
Mr.
De Jarnette, Andy
Novellette, Op. 214, Schu letter in the cross-country.
Ip Havenac nursery is one of the ufacture, distribution, exploitation tractive and the cover, combined with commanded by Cap fain Torrence, was Mokrejs;
Krofchek, and Howard Dix, went up
by Lila Adams.
important nurseries in the north- and sales, besides keeping accounts, the rest of the book, carries out the presented with the banners for the mann,
the
Rattlesnake
to
roast the pork and
from Jocelyn, Godard; THETA SIGS DINE ON
r*»t. As the Forest school nursery making collections, and carrying on all simplicity used throughout, accord outdoor track meet, baseball, and | AuBerceuse
Afterwards they returned to
Cassinet, Nicolette-Kreisler, by CHICKEN AT HAMILTON beef.
!*till just in its youth, the advance- business matters in general.
the
Forestry
school,
where the bar
ing to the editor.
horseshoe pitching. Company C, IRussell
Watson.
and processes developed at <Thirty-three and one-third per cent While in Great Falls MacKenzie and commanded by Captain Ailing, was
becue was held. During the feast
Members of Theta Sigma Phi, Dean toasts and short talks were given by
B*ugan win prove interesting and of gross proceeds will go to the con Allen had an *oportunfty to see the awarded streamers for winning the
Infill.
tributors. Articles are not to exceed Bobcat annual, which is just off the military tournament, and Paul Lem
A. L. Stone and Professor Ilousman Mr. De Jarnette, Donald Shaw for
H the round trip will be approx 500 words. Five or six of the most press, and which they declare to-be mon, Company C, was titled the Best PRESBYTERIAN GROUP enjoyed a chicken dinner at Aunt the seniors, and Professor I. W. Cook
TO
PICNIC
SATURDAY
Tish's in Hamilton, Sunday afternoon. for the faculty.
imately 200 miles. ’ Professor 8 keels important and interesting articles will exceptionally good this year.
Drilled Soldier.
bt organized into a weekly service for The 1927 Sentinel will be ready for i The presentation of commissions
Wends to make it in one day.
The party, which numbered 14, mo
Saturday or* Sunday publication by
to seniors June 1. and land nwards^werc made by President Members of the Presbyterian Stu tored up the valley in three cars and M A D D O C K B A C K F R O M T R I P
papers willing to pay the authors. distribution
Anglemyer Will Go to Ismay
the remainder, of the copies will be C. II. Clapp and Colonel George Wei- dent association will go up the Bla ck- arrived in Hamilton at 3 o’clock.
Contributions should be typed, one ready two or three days later.
W. E. Maddock, head of the Educa
sel. After the awards were made the foot Saturday for' a picnic. At 2
E. L. Anglemyer, graduate of '27. side of paper used. Name, address,
tion department, returned yesterday
| battalion was reviewed by the old of- o’clock Saturday afternoon the stu WASHINGTON' 8TOBE
P | been elected superintendent of class and college are to be given. No
from
to Troy and Eureka,
Young W ill Speak
I
ficers,
the
military
faculty,
the
pres
dents
will
meet
at
the
Presbyterian
AIDS NEW BUILDING where a hetripdelivered
^schools at Ismay. Montana. He distinctions of any kind are made.
commencement
William Young, student pastor, ident and Colonel Weisel.
church and then take the street car
jp5 leave here about the *first of
Subjects Suggested
leaves Friday morning for Dixon Major Milburn adressed the cadets for Bonner! From Bonner the party The ASUW bookstore has pi\~.----nt- addresses. There were 11 graduates
S || to make his home there. He Among the subjects suggested as to deliver a commencement address before the presentation, commending !will hike on up the Blackfoot where ed $100,000 to the building fund fo at Troy and 10 at Eureka. Mr. Madlp§ a major in the Department of
that evening. The subjest will be, them for their support and work dur they will play games and enjoy a pic-j the new Union building of the Uni dock’s subject was “What Is an Edu
Education here.
(Continued on Page 3)
cation?”
“The Tournament of the Gods.”
ing the year.
nic lunch.
] versity of Washington.
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ATHLETIC TAB SALE

TO VOICE
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HEAD OF BATTALION

Seniors May Have
Copies of Sentinel
By First of June
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Juniors in Music
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in University Hall
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Retrospectively Speaking

OLLOWING the last mid-term exam
inations, there occured the so-called
“ suicide wave” among college stu
dents. Such reasons as an uncontrollable
desire to delve into the mysterious beyond,
a too acute realization of the futility of
life, the study of phychology, “ the ro
manticism of adolescence shocked by real
ity,” etc., were cited as probably explana
tions. The wave has seemingly abated, and
we view the subject less excitedly, in re
trospect.
Concerning the suggested reasons for a
“ suicide wave,” Dr. Madison Bentley, pro
fessor of psychology at the University of
Illinois, said:
“ The real causes of a desire for death
are generally as far beyond the vision of
a maladjusted youth as are the disease
germs in an infected liver or in a lung.
The mentally sick person is no more cap
able of diagnosing his disorder than the
average person suffering from physical
disease . . . The fact that young suicides
are reported to have mentioned certain
studies as leading them to take their lives
is not convincing evidence.”
He added that it was a matter for statis
tical inquiry, not to be settled by the
amount of space given to student suicides
in current newspapers.

F

QUADRONS MEETING
WILL BE THURSDAY

Such a statistical inquiry has been made
CALEN D AR
by the Crowell Publishing company. There
has been no wave. The figures showed Just a Little
There will be a Qua (Irons meeting
For Week of May 24
that the proportion of suicides among stu
for all junior and senior women at
k*
to May 29
5 o’clock Thursday in Natural Science
dents was no greater than among clerks,
hall. The purpose of the meeting is
or other groups of the same age. With the
to get the juniors organized for next Talk by JohnTuesday
Ryan on photography,
great increase in college enrollment has
year, and an election of officers will
be held at this time. Every junior Art studio, 7:30.
;come an increased number of cases for the
WAA
meeting,
women’s gym, 5.
woman
is
urged
to
be
present.
psychiatrist; perhaps college is more re
Final plans for commencement will Bear Paw meeting, University hall.
presentative of life in general than we
also be discussed at this meeting, so Baseball game, State University vs.
it is important that all senior women W.S.C., Dornblaser field, 3:30.
think—the ills of the subnormal are not
Wednesday
Happy Bull be there.
taboo.
Meeting of absence committee, Uni
College students today have problems
versity
hall,
4:30-5:15.
WATERS TO TEACH IN
Meeting, Druids, Forest school li
not so differeiit from those other students
MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY brary,
Another Aim in Life
7:30.
have had before. Some information which The University
of Washington is
Meeting, Mathematics club, Physics
Dr.
C.
L.
Waters,
assistant
pro*
may be received passively or which may searching for the -best dressed man on fessor of Botany, will leave Friday building,
7:45.
Don't you think that any morning for the University of Michi Dean Stone night for all students
excite tremendously, and perhaps danger itsonecampus.
achieving
such
an
honor
should
and
graduates
in journalism.
ously, is still gained, by helplessness or in be awarded a scholarship, or at least gan, where he will teach summer
Thursday
school. He will take the examination
tent (despite the twenty-year-old note sys a letter?
for his Phi D. degree Monday. Dr. Presentation, one-act plays, Little
tem in vogue in some classes). Some stu
Waters came to Montana last fall. theater, 8:15.
Girl
Home Economics open house, Home
dents still adjust a relationship with the Thinks that Our
coal consumption is a He expects to return again' the be Economics
building, 7:30-10:30. Stu
ginning of the fall quarter.
rest of the world painfully.
form of t. b.
dents, faculty, townspeople invited.
And, with the almost complete ebb of
Special
meeting.
Kappa Psi, PharThe Boy Friend
H. TOELLE WRITES
’macy building, 7:30.
the “ suicide wave,” another avenue for Is very systematic.
He has a bud
JOURNAL
ARTICLE
Radio
program,
KUOM. classical
sensational and undesirable publicity has get, and figures that ten per cent of
and popular music by Mrs. A. W. 01
his income should go to charity. This Howard Toelle, associate professor son,
been practically closed to yellow journals, does
Mrs.
II.
L.
Bishop,
Miss Margaret
of Law, is the author of an article Jones, Mrs. Paul Brown, Melville
catering to a class who delight in saying, not include dates.
entitled
“The
Supreme
Court
and
the
Noyes.
George
Miller,
Edward
Little,
A sk Them Another!!!
“ That’s this college stuff for you.”
Zoning Legislation,” which was pub Ira B. Fee, M. R. C. Smith; talk by
What of Freshmen

are human beings and are
entitled to some consideration. It is
FRESHMEN
the tendency of fraternities to keep

freshmen from enjoying their ordinary
rights for a year in the hope that it will
make better men of them. One wonders in
what way they are expected to improve
under the law of the paddle. The result
is obvious. From the period of-servitude
the freshman emerges either a dissenter,
whose sole aim is to “ crab,” or a perfect
fraternity type. The former does nothing
constructive and is a restlfess and discon
tented member.
The latter is nothing but a conformist,
accepting the conventions of an Emily Post
society. Others have thought for him so
long that he has lost all semblance of in
dividualism. He is a person shaped into
the shapeless nothingness of the majority.
The transition from high school to col
lege is great. Freshmen need the aid of
an advisor. If fraternities would drop the
“ herd riding” tactics and adopt a policy
of constructive criticism they would indeed
fulfill a worthv mission.

Lynn Tinginger was initiated into
Sigma Alpha Epsilon last night. He
One Year A go
has been teaching at Adams, Oregonf
for the past year.
Emily Tlirailkill was a dinner guest Charles Bloom was confined to his Students failed to pass on the selfof Ruth Partridge at the Kappa bed over the week-end with an at government plan by 60 votes, accord
ing to the resultB of the ballots taken
tack of the flu.
Kappa Gamma house Sunday.
and Friday. There were
Mabel L. Sanger, ’20, of Perma, Walter Danielson was a Saturday Thursday
488 votes cast in favor of the plan
dinner
guest
of
Steiner
Larson
at
and John Knoll, *29, of Missoula, were
and 236 against it. The registration
South hall.
married Friday, May 20.
Astle has been removed is 1,096 and it would have been neces
James E. Barker, a student in the Edward
sary for 548 students to vote for the
the South hall infirmary.
Mathemajtics department*, will visit from
Ray
James
Hamilton spent the issue. Examinations for the spring
his parents in Yakima valley this week-end at hisofhome.
will be held in the gymnasium
summer. He plans to do some re Janet MacKenzie of Havre is a quarter
as formerly but will be under the su
search work in mathematics.
pervision
of the faculty.
guest
of
Georgia
Broderick
this
week.
David Andrews intends to work with
the Bureau of Public Roads during
Members
of the junior class enter
the summer.
tained the seniors at the Junior Prom
Robert Piper has accepted a posi
enade,
the
last all-University event
tion with the Forest Service for the
of the season, held at the Winter
summer.
Garden
Friday
night. Miss Dorothy
Anna and Mary Kimball were dinner
Dixon was crowned queen of the
guests at the Alpha Phi house Sun
prom.
More
than
100 couples at
day.
tended the dance.
Messers Pulver, Mitchell, Beck and
Cole, of the W.S.C. baseball team, Kansas Students Claim Sutton Mis Montana University track squad,
were dinner guests at the Sigma Chi
represents India; Declare
after completing one of their best
house last night.
W ar Rumor, Faroe
years in history with a decisive vic
Dean Harriet Sedman and Virginia
tory over Montana State college and
Sedman were dinner guests at the
Intermountain Union college last Sat
Alpha Chi house Sunday.
Lawrence,
Kan.—(IP)—Seventeen
urday afternoon, elected Sweet and
Ruth Hull was a dinner guest of
Gillette to lead the 1927 squad. Mil
Rpth Popham at North hall Sunday. Hindu students at the University of ton
Ritter was captain of this year’s
Anne Miller, Vivian Anne Brady, | Kansas have issued a vigorous protest
Helen Dahlbfcrg and Elsie Gusdano- jagainst an address given here recently jmdefeated team,
vich were dinner guests of Eleanor by Dr. Sutton, on the subject of ; Fourteen ^students were elected to
Keefe at North hall Sunday.
membership in the Montana Masquers
Bernice Doney was a dinner guest | India.
at a meeting held last evening. Plans
of Eleanor Crenshaw at North hall The Indian students declared that were
discussed for the Little Theater.
the speaker had spent only two weeks
Sunday.
Beginning next fall students may, be
Mabelle R os tad was a dinner guest | in their native land and was unable voted
into the club who have been
of Alice Higgins at North hall Sun to study carefully in that time the members
of the acting or producing
characteristics of the nation; that he
day.
staffs
of
at least three Masquer plays.
Lucille Rector was a dinner guest grossly misrepresented the culture of
the
nation
by
showing
as
typical
pic
of Ethel Patton at North hall Sun
Ban House Parties
tures of obscure tribes, and that he
day.
Mrs. Coil. was a dinner guest of insulted their fellow citizens when he
Ethel Patton at North hall Sunday. told of having a cigarette snatched Ui sity, Ala.— (IP)—By a re
Bob Johnson, ex ’26, has been visit from his fingers by an Indian lad, cent ruling of the faculty at the Uni
ing at the Sigma Phi Epsilon house whom he classed as “above the aver versity of Alabama, house parties may
no longer be held in fraternity houses
age of Indian honesty.”
for the past few days.
Russel Arndt was a dinner guest “Dr. Sutton was representing the during commencement dances. A
formal
protest issued by the Pan-Helbad
side
of
India
throughout
his
lec
at the Phi Delta Theta house Monday
ture,” declared Anup S. Dhillon, lehic union is being considered by col
evening.
lege
officials.
spokesman
for
the
protesting
Hindus.
Lou Mathews, junior in the For
estry school, who had an operation | “We could go back to India and rep
for appendicitis a few weeks ago, has resent an almost equally bad side of
Floods Damage Stadium
America if we wished, but we know
returned to his classes.
Chuck Alderson and Herbert Haug- J that there is a .good side also. Dr. Columbus, Ohio. — (IP) — Spring
land spent the week-end visiting at I Sutton overlooked the good side of floods did $500 worth of damage to the
India.”
their homes in Bozeman.
Ohio State university stadium last
Ben Plummer was a campus visitor | The students also objected to jthe week. Baseball practice has been
speaker’s
statement that if Great hindered by the swollen stream which
yesterday. Ben has been attending
| Britain were to withdraw from In- runs past practice fields.
a dental school in Portland.
Annie Adams, ex *28. of Corvallis, J dia the nation would be torn to pieces
was married to Lynn Allen of Stev- by civil war within a week.
To Go or not to Go
ensville last week. Mrs. Allen has
j Burlington, Vt.—(IP)—With the
been teaching school at Curlew. They Hiram, Ohio.—(IP)—Dating among first chapel services instituted last
will make their home at Stevensville. undergraduates at Hiram college is Wednesday, officials of the University
Clarence Anderson is visiting at the called “perching.” The use of the of Vermont have declared that wheth
Sigma Chi house this week. He has word grew, it is said, from the prac er or not attendance is made corabeen coach and teacher of commercial tice of former students who used to | pulsory will be determined by the
subjects at Darby for the past year. sit with their co-ed friends on a tra manner in which students attend the
Mr. Anderson graduated last spring. ditional fence on the campus.
j services while it still is voluntary.

OBJECT TO SPEECH

The ideal girl is to be judged by
vote at the University of Washington.
Here is the comment from their daily:
We hope that this poll is success
ful, as in this blind date era one never
knows what or when one should mar
ry. Such surveys as the following
questions should prove a great help
for future matrimonial aspirants. The
following is the men’s questionnaire:
Question: What type of girl
would you prefer for a wife—old
fashioned, flapper or compromise?
Answer: The flapper, she wears
less clothes and therefore costs’ less
money. Old fashioned wives use hat
pins, while compromised wives too
many times end up in divorce courts.
Question: Wlmt effect does petting
have upon a girl’s matrimonial pros
pects?
Answer: It has a very bad effect.
Often girls who pet will judge a man
by his whiskers and forget all about
his character.
Question: Should a man who
smokes or drinks expect his future
wife to forego these habits?
Answer: Absolutely, two may be
able to live as cheaply (though not as
quietly) as one, but not with both of
them smoking and drinking.
Question: Which do you prefer,
the athletic girl, the intellectual girl
or the good sport?
Answer: I prefer first of all the
good sport,. then next the athletic
girl whoTswilling to'work. The in'-"
tellectual girls are not to be consid
ered because if they are really intel
ligent they will never marry.
Particular Pet Peeves

1. The man I lmte
Is Oscar Squdge.
He always talks
With a mouth full of fudge.
2. A girl I despise
Is Lucy Preen.
The jokes she tells
Are all obscene.

lished in the" last edition of the Indi R. II. Jesse.'
ana Law Journal.
The magazine is edited by the
Indiana State Bar association under Blocks Will Protect
the supervision of the Indiana School
of Law at Bloomington, Indiana. It New Trees by Library
is published monthly from October to
June inclusive.
In order to keep cars from injuring
the new oak trees planted along the
ST U D E N T FE LLO W SH IP
sidewalk
east of the library; the main
M E E T IN G T H IS E V E N IN G
tenance department of the State Uni
versity
has
placed cement blocks sev
Members of the Student Fellowship eral feet from
the trees. The blocks
group will meet tonight at the home of which
pbout a foot square and are
Artie Davies, 231 South Fifth East, placed are
opposite
each tree, were for
at 8 o’clock. Chester Lawson will merly used as footings
on the old
review a book of Dr. Schweitzer’s on bleachers.
Africa. This review will be followed
by a discussion. Delegates for the
YWCA and YMCA conferences at A1VS PLANS PARTY
Seabeck will be chosen during the eveHONORING MOTHERS

At the regular meeting of the AWS
board yesterday plans for the party
for senior mothers were discussed,
and Roxie Copenhaver, who is in
Phi Delta Phi, men't national hon charge of the party, gave a report.
orary law fraternity, initiated five | It has been decided to give a recep
men at a banquet held Sunday after tion rather than a banquet, on June
noon at the YWCA. Those initiated 5, honoring the mothers of the senior
were Frank Chichester, Los Angeles; women. The reception will be held
Henry McClernan, Butte; Miles in North hall.
Thomas, Anaconda; John Bonner, Elsie Blair, chairman of the big
Perma, and Edward Poole, Butte. sister movement, has asked that all
girls desiring to be big sisters next
year submit their names to her.
M ATH C LU B POSTPONES
P IC N IC B E C A U S E O F R A IN
Mrs. Dill of Hamilton is visiting her
Rain caused the Mathematics club on, Charles, this week.
to postpone its annual picnic, which
was to have been held Sunday in the
Blackfoot valley.
A special meeting of the club has
Ladles’ Exquisite
been called for Wednesday evening to
determine whether the picnic shall be
Hand-Tooled
Purses
postponed or omitted entirely this
In Genuine Leather
year.
LAW F R A T E R N IT Y H OLDS
I N IT IA T IO N A N D B A N Q U E T

CLARK

Graduation Gil
and Cards
—at—
SMITHS DRUG
STORE

i

T O D A Y A N D S A TU R O D

Gene Stratton
Porter’s
“THE MAGIC
GARDEN”
and . . SB

A New “ Celleglan”
Story
C O M IN G S U N D A Y

RONALD COLMA>
and
VILMA BANKY
“THE WINNING 01
BARBARA WORTH
By Harold Bell Wright

What for Graduation
Gift?
Portable Typewriter
Memory Books
Leather Bound Poetry
Late Fiction
Purses and Billfolds
Fountain Pen Sets
Golf Goods
Monogram Stationery
Autograph Albums
Pennants and Pillows
Desk Sets
Kodaks and Albums

The
The Office Supply Cc
TOILET ARTICLES
MAGAZINES
Public Drug Store
Florsnce Hotel

$5.25 to $12.50
—at—

B A C K FR O M T R IP

F. G. Clark, professor in the School
of Forestry, returned to Missoula last I HARKNESS DRUG STORE
evening,
after spending two weeks at 1 Corner Pine and Higgins
A rainstorm a day keeps the May Lincoln laying
out telephone construe-1
Fete away.
Phone 260
tion plans for the Blackfoot Forest
Protective
association.
U.C.L.A. complains that their cam
pus was made ridiculous through “The
Collegians,” tvhose sets were made on
the grounds of the aforementioned
University of California at Los An
geles. What we saw made us think
that S.B.U.C. had certainly changed
in more than name* since we had seen
it. You know: all the co-eds in the
picture looked like sweet grrl gradu
ates, unbelievably s. s. and g., all the
“students” wore Harold Lloyd hornrims, ami an antiquated glycerin-eyed
mother did sob-stuff. On the same
basis, Montana might be shown with
lusty Indian braves, and Profs who
wouldn’t give “A’s” could be disposed
of with a tomahawk, or lassoed and
hung out of convenient windows . . .
or slunk over the tops of tepees.
Cynic’s Calendar

20%

R ED U C TIO N S

Purdue

Is

Pioneering

Lafayette, Ind.—(IP)—Thje gos
pel of the benefits of electricity on
the farm and in the'home is being
spread throughout rural Indiana by
the Prudue University electric ex
hibition car, which is touring the
state under the direction of the uni
versity experiment station, the
school of electrical engineering and
thd Indiana Electric Light Associa
tion. Over 12,000 people have in
spected the car during the past four
weeks.
The Oldest Collegian

Delaware, 0rio— (IP)—Ohio Wes
leyan University claims the oldest
living graduate of any American col
lege of university. Samuel Wesley
Williams, who graduated from Orio
Wesleyan in 1852, has just passed his
ninety-ninth ljirthday.

On Any Suit
in Our Store

Sale Ends Saturday

for the June
Graduate or
Bride

/k
O U C

g

-*JDC

Fellas!

W e Always C a rry a Fresh Liu
of

YANDT & DRAGSTEDT
Near N. P. Depot

Cigars, Candy and
Cigarettes
at

Lou-s Cigar Store
(Soda Fountain in Connection)

Alarm Awakens Professor

Ada, Ohio—r (IP)—When a hidden
alarm clock three times disturbed a
chapel address being given by the Rev.
Emil Bauman, of Dayton, in the
chapel here, tjie speaker located the
clock and claimed it as a souvenire,
admitting that' he had had a bad rep
utation for such pranks when he was
a student at Ohio Northern Univer
sity twenty years ago.

Gifts

f’S, Inc.

Broadcloth Shirts,
O Ef
values to $3.00............................. «p I a« / D
Our Regular
$1.50 Shirts..................................... -

has a nice
selection of

132 North Higgins
Missoula, Montana

SS......................$1.00
Tie Values
to $1.00.................................

MOSBY

119 N. Higgins

PhoM T

Hot Dogs—Ham burger—Beer

Grizzly Barber & Beauty Sboj

at the

Miller & Reed, Props.

M ISSO U LA C L U B

Under First National Banl

TH E MONTANA KAIMIN

Tuesday, May 24, 1927

: . |g S

S
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Students to Voice
Thirteen Students
Opinions by Press
Obtain Appointments

Ohio State Officer
Escapes Punishment
for ROTC Remarks

Optional Drill league at Ohio State
early in the fall quarter.
Harvard Press Wins
Cambridge, Mass.-—(IP)—For the
third time the Harvard University
press has been awarded the annual
medal given by the American Insti
tute of Graphic Arts for the best
book printed during the year, this
time for the year 1926.
The volume which won the prize
was “A Book of Old Maps,” by Fite
and Freeman. The book was judged
mainly for its treatment of typo
graphical problems.
The Harvard University press won
similar medals In 1922 and 1924.
Worcester, Mass.—(IP)A part of
the traditions of Holy Cross college
were lost when a group of historic
pines on the campus was cut down
to make way for a new gymnasium.

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
a
starter
of the service are: 1—That Columbus, Ohio.—(IP)—No action
principal of the Sweet Grass high
school. Isucille Rector will be a di- Older Generation (free-for-all discus is to be taken by the war department
factor of music in the schools of Cald- sion of youth’s critics). 2—What against Captain Donald Timetman,
veil, Idaho. Gladys Price will super Three Americans Do You Consider chaplain of tho Officers’ Reserve
vise music at Wallace, Idaho, and Dor Are Having the Most Influence Upon corps, Ohio State university, who sev
othy Reeves will supervise music at the Thought of American Youth? eral weeks ago was reprimanded by
ghoshoni, Wyo. Blanche Taylor and 3—Is Judge Lindsay’s Companionate local ROTC officers for alleged defam
Cyril Van Duser will he members of Marriage Proposal a Remedy? 4— atory remarks made about the military
the faculty of the Fergus county high Why Go to College? 5—I t Christi training in educational institutions.
school, Dewistown. Alexander Wilson anity Destined to Endure? 6—Are This was made known in a letter
will teach in Upton, Wyo., and Mrs. Students Babbitts? 7—Opinion on from the war department several days
Winifred Oberhauser will teach at Statement That "the Revolt in China ago.
Has Rung the Death-Knell of * White It was understood that the local
Missoula county high school.
Man’s Vaunted Supremacy’.” 8—Is officers hud recommended that Cap
Grads Are Placed
Many former students having had the United States Becoming Imperial-1 tain Titnerman, pastor at the King
experience in the teaching field have istic? Are We on the Way to Rome? JAvenue Methodist church here, be
been placed for the coming year. Ray 9—Are colleges Moulding or Being dismissed from the service because of
mond Gerber, ’25. who has been prin Moulded by Public Opinion ? 10— j remarks he made at a meeting of the
cipal of the high school at Lodge When I’m Bringing Up My Children.
Grass for two years, will be principal (Suggested to stimulate a discussion I
at Hardin next year. Emil Sknrdn. j of Vrhat present-day young folk, when
•26, principal at Sweet Grass, has their turn comes, will pass: on to the
been elected to a position at Win-1 nexlt “younger generationi"). i i netka. HI. Earl Anglemyer will go j Have We a New Morality or Simply
to Ismay as principal next fall. George j No Morality? 12—What Should Be
Squires will be principal at Somers, the Marks of an Educated Person ?
while Mrs. Kola Squires will teach in j It is hoped by officials promoting
the school. Ralph Craig will be prin- j the new service that a sufficient re
djpal at Bainville. Alva Straw, who Lsponse will be made at the end of
is the coach of athletics at Whitehall, j the present year so there won’t be
wifi coach at Lewistown. Bernard ]a delay In the service next fall. All
Churchill. ’23. who has been coaching manuscripts submitted should be ad-1
at Loyola high school, Missoula, will dressed to Howard Wheeler, general
be the assistant coach at Missoula manager. United Feature Syndicate, J
high school next year. Henrietta Inc., World Building. New York.
Wilhelm, ’23, who is teaching Latin,
French, and English at Hamilton now.
will teach Latin in Missoula high j
school. Eleanor Leach, *26, who is
a member of the StevensviUe faculty, i
AT
wifi take Miss Wilhelm's place in
Oh! To Be a Prince
Hamilton next year. Mae Finley, An Oxford
professor says that the
who has been teaching in the grade
of Wales went through the
school of StevensviUe, will join the Prince
university
without
any examinations.
teaching corps of the Missoula ele
mentary schools. Alva Larson, *26,
Why
not
to
Go
to School
wifi be a member of the Choteau high
school .faculty. Lillian Frederickson The United States Shipping Board
will
no
longer
allow
college
students
will teach in the elementary schools
of Nampa, Idaho. Catherine Ritchey, to take jobs as deck bands.
who has been working for her mas
It's a Hard Life
ter's degree at Montana this year, will
teach in the high school at Mattoon, Inter-class football is abolished at
Iod. Monda Velikanje, *24, who has Fordham. This was done on account!
been teaching at Browning for the of the risk that the students were tak-i
past two years, will be the physical mg without having undergone pre-j
education director for women at Deer vious training.
Lodge high school. Helen Owen, *25,
who is at Forsyth high school, will
A Good Record
teach English in the Livingston high The majority of the 1S7 women
school. Anna Pederson, who is the who have graduated from the physi-r
music supervisor of Flathead county cml education depart roene of the Uni-1;
high school, at Kalispeli, has accept versity of Wisconsin are now phy-r
ed a position at Thompson Falls.
eical directors.

S

The Iron Hand
|
Editor, Spurn Drunkenness
Kingston, Out.—(IP)—A fine of i Amherst. Mass.— (IP)—College ed$200 was imposed on the freshman I itors from 14 eastern colleges and
class of Queen’s University when that universities gathered here at the anbody broke the rules laid down by the nual convention of the Eastern Inter*]
of Kodak Films
student government of the institu- collegiate Newspaper association,!'
tion and held a sleigh ride. The fresh- went on record unanimously as conmen pleaded that they were justified demning drunkenness among. college
Eight Hoar Service
in the act because the sophomores, men ns conduct unbecoming a gentle-1
knowing of their intended ride, had man.
not warned them of the consequences.
— --------— -—
. —------------—---- Wabash, Ind.— (IP)—Wabash col- j Public Drug Store
University of Washington rifle team lege recently closed its doors for more j
Florence Hotel
won second place in annual national than a week because of an epidemic of
competition of colleges.
I scarlet fever on the campus.

Free Developing

f

~

Ready-made

And Cut to Order

Z

E S T A B L IS H E D E N G L IS H U N IV E R S IT Y
S T Y L E S , T A IL O R E D OVER Y O U TH FU L
C H A R T S SOLELY FOR D IS T IN G U IS H E D
S E R V IC E IN T H E U N IT E D S T A T E S .

~Z

PHI SIG M A W I L L H O L D
O U TIN G T H U R S D A Y N I G H T

NOTICES

£

Florence Laundry Co.
PHONE 48

Fashion Club Cleaners
Dark Garments

i

gather the same soil that
shows on light ones

J

OUR STORE IS THE

^ ® h a rtev H ou sed j
OF HISSOl'LA

?
s

and

.

topedats tailored by Charter House

The

character

of

the

suits

4

will earn your most sinoere liking.

=

Phone 241-J

136 Higgins

Rainbow Barber Shop
and Beauty Parlor

The Barber Shop fie Luxe far
Ladies and Gentlemen Who Cars
• W. H. DOBSLOFF, Prop.

Missoula Landry Company
The Quality Launderers

[

M issoula M e r c w iu e C q

d

111*117 East Spruce Street
Phone 52
H E R R IC K 'S

SPECIAL ORDER WORK AT

KITTENDORFFS
Near Wilma Theater

What a Job!

Four students at Northwestern!
University have been appointed to I
serve on the highest faculty board for
the supervision of student activities.
Yep, Same Haro
The University of California, which
annually expends more than $12,000-1
000, has recently been classified by j
the Berkeley Chamber of Commerce J
as the chief interest and largest revenua-producing project in that City. j

FAMOUS ICE CREAM
and Sherbets
‘YES, W E MAKE PUNCH*

WATCH AND JEWELRY REPAIRING
Schramm-Hebard Meat Co.

Fresh and Salt Meats, Fish,
Poultry and Oysters
T h e N ew G rill C afe

Phone 126

417 North Higgins

THE PLACE OF GOOD EATS

OUR

W e Could Do Wall in This

r There will be a very important At the University of Colorado a l
Bear Paw meeting in Main hall today parade was held recently of the most
antiquated fliwera ;in tfc£ college.
at 5 o'clock.
ART BURNS, Chief Grizzly. The owner of the most disreputable
one was given a prize.
Interfraternity council will meet
And Now Look
Wednesday night at the Pbi Sigma
The University of Wisconsin was!
Kappa house at 6 o'clock.
the
first
university
to establish a pro
WALTER SANFORD, Pres.
fessional course to train men for ath
There will be a meeting of WAA at letic coaching and the teaching of)
5 o'clock this afternoon at the wo physical education.
men’s gym. The point system will be
Yea Benedicts
discussed and Leslie Vinal will give;
Marriage is good for students, say
her convention report.
members of tine University of Wash
Phi Sigma members who plan to at ington faculty. ‘They aren’t think
tend the “weiner roast” Thursday, ing of having heavy dates,” explained
meet at Natural Science at 5 o'clock one professor. “I don’t believe that
married students are smarter. They
Thursday afternoon,
JO DARLINGTON, Secy. have been through the excitement and
can adjust themselves to the more
Spanish dub members are requested serious problems.
to attend a short meeting tomorrow
It Costs to Pull
at 4 o'clock in room 9, Law building,
to decide prize contribution to pro The cost of a rope heavy enough to
gram.
withstand the strain of the Fresh
FLORENCE MONTGOMERY. man-Sophomore ttig-of-war would be
Pres. $1,000, so the Senior College at
Princeton decided to abolish the
AU women interested in track and event Scientists found that the rope
who have been out for practice may would have to be 1,000 feet long and
enter the interclass track meet by three inches thick.
signing with Miss Mary Laux at the
Women’s gym.
COLLEGE STUDENTS
PLEAD“NOT GUILTY*
Men interested in the Seabeck trip
should see W. L. Young at once. J*ck Dimond, senior at the State
Two more can be accommodated.
University, who is charged with grand
larceny in connection with the theft
LOST—Black Mark Cross tobacco of
automobile tired and wheels
Pouch. Please return to Bob Warden. fromfivea car
belonging to Miss Bernice
Berry
on
May 15, entered a
Will all organizations please pay plea of notSunday,
guilty yesterday.
Sentinel and photography bills? The Ellis Oakw’ood, State college stu
delay is causing inconvenience. Please
charged with being an accom
wake all bills payable to 1927 Sen dent
plice of Dimond, entered his plea of
tinel, and leave checks at the busi not
guilty
Friday morning. The two
ness office.
men will be tried in Judge A. I,. Dun
NOF8INGER. can's court at the next term.

Butte
Cleaners
“Kleaners That Klean*

A. PETERSON, Prop.
Phone 500
Auto Delivery

W hat a Slice

Golfers in Kansas are being asked
$2,000 to continue experiments at
Phi Sigma, national Biological fra for
the
college to determine
ternity, will hold its annual outing | the Agricultural
best grass seed for golf greens.
this year in the form of a “weiner
roast,” which will take place Thurs
Up to tho Minute Football
day. The members will meet at i Football
practice for next year has
Natural Science building at 5 o'clock ibegan at San
Diego state college.
Thursday. The scene of the roast
has not been definitely decided upon,
Musicians'
Paradise
according to Jo Darlington, secretary. Twenty-five practice
teachers are!
i
enrolled
in
Oregon
University's
School I
LO CAL H ONO RARY E L E C T S
|
of
Music.
N E X T Y E A R ’S O F F I C E R S

Kappa Tau, local honorary frater
nity, held a meeting yesterday after
noon. and elected officers for next
year.
;. Edmund Frits, Missoula, was elect
ed president Janice Johnson of Kal
ispeli was elected vice-president. Hath
Gannaway of Harlem was elected sec
retary and treasurer.

;
3

.

$50

The Leader

The Biggest Bargains
you ever saw in Dresses,
Coats, New Millinery and
all apparel accessories

•

Suits and Topooata

$40,

—at—

Wedgwood Cafe
Quick Service

(|U & rter l o u s e

Don’t Miss the
Big Mid-Season Sale

GOOD EATS

j;

r

GIRLS!

Other Campuses

CLOTHES " 1

You Can Be a Better
Cook than.Mother -

W O R K IS O U R B E S T
REC O M M EN D ATIO N

METROPOLE BARBER SHOP
(Basement B. & H. Jewelry Shop)
Fine Hair Cutting Is Our Specialty
Thompson & Marlenee, Props.

The

Florence Hotel
FOR YOUR NEXT
BANQUET
R. A. McNAB, Prop.

PONY
CHILI PARLOR
Home of Famous Chill and French Pastries
317 North Higgins

M issoula Public Service Com pany

|

Tuesday, May 24,1927

THE MONTANA KAIMIN

possibly the outcome would have been P A N - H E L L E N I C H E L D A T E L I T E
Pole vault—Nardin, 12, University
in favor of Montana. His loss meant
of Washington; Mann, Barnes, Wal
The Pan-Hellenic ball, an annual
conceding
10 points to the Staters.
ler, 12, Washington State; Nessing,
event of the University social life,
Summary
Oregon Aggies; Bracher, University
was
given by the sorority women Fri
Mile
run—Hall,
State;
WiUiams,
of Oregon.
day evening at the Elite hall. About
State; Roys, State. Time, 4:27.8.
High jump—McCulloch, 6, Univers
75
couples
enjoyed the occasion.
100-yard
dash—Samples,
Montana;
ity of Oregon; Humes, Henning, Uni
T. Davis, Montana;. McGillivre, State. Music was provided by Sheridan’s
versity of Washington; Hansen, Wil
seven-piece
orchestra.
Punch was
Staunton
PuHs
Muscle
in
Deciding
Time, 10 seconds.
cox, Oregon Aggies; Pickett, Kyle, Grizzlies Take Second Contest W ith
Shot put—Whitcomb, Montana; served throughout the dancing hours.
Contest as Cougars W in
Rafferty on the
O’Brien, Idaho.
Miss
Margaret
Slioup
was chair
Smith, State; Hensen, State. Dis
68 to 62
Mound
Broad jump—Flannagan, 23.1;
man of the dance* committee. The
tance, 42 feet 9% inches.
dash, having run this event McGee, University of Oregon; Striff,
Quality, Not Quantity, to 100-yard
440-yard dash—T. Davis, Montana; patrons and patronesses were Dr. and
10 flat. He will be Montana's 22.4%, Oregon Aggies; Humes, Uni
Carry Tri-Color Hopes inprincipal
runner in the 440 with R. versity of Washington; Cook, Idaho. Playing in anything but baseball Losing its first dual meet in three Ouillette, State; R. Davis, Montana. Mrs. C. II. Clapp, Mrs. F. K. Tamer,
and Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Porter.
Against Larger Teams Davis as his
partner. Tom has made There will be six relay teams. The weather the Grizzlies split even in years, the Montana track Aquad was Time, 51 seconds.
the course in 50 flat and Dick under possible men Coach Stewart will use their double-header with the Bobcats, defeated by the Washington State col Pole vault — Miller, Montana;
Barnes, State; Weller and Mann,
A Co-ed Steps up
51 seconds.
for Montana are T. Davis, R. Davis, this being the first series between lege, 68 to 62. The deciding factor State.
Height, 12 feet 3 inches.
Coach Stewart and XI Grizzly run
Expect to Break Records
was the relay which the Staters cap High jump—Edes
Adams, Gillette, Coyle and Samples.
two teams.
Gough, State, Freemont, Neb.— (IP)—For the
ners leave this week-end to attend the Several records are expected to fall Each man has been clocked from 50 these
tured by four yards, when Staunton, tied; Baker, Montana.and Height,
Vay
Glynn,
ace
of
the
Bobcat
pitch
5 feet first time in-the history of the in
first annual track and field meet of the as there is some exceptional talent to 53 seconds.
ing staff and now property of the San who was the third runner, pulled a 8% inches.
northern division of the Pacific Coast competing. Leading entries from
Francisco Seals, was master of the muscle, giving Dick Davis, anchor Discus throw—Hensen, State; El- stitution, a co-ed is president of the
conference, Friday and Saturday at other schools, with the best records
Tricolors in the first game, the Blue man, a 50-yard handicap which he de lert, State; Smith,vState. -Distance, Students Council of Midland college.
Corvallis, Oregon.
Miss Pauline Prestegaard became
up to date of some of the contenders
and Gold winning 8-2. He allowed creased to some four yards.
123 feet 6 inches.
This is the first meet of this na for places are:
head of the 325 students when Lloyd
only
six well scattered hits and fanned
Inclement Weather
High
hurdles—Spaulding,
Montana;
ture to be held in the northern divi 100-yard dash—Anderson, 9.8, and
seven of the University batsmen. Mil- The teams struggled against a cold Hoon, State; Birkett, State. Time, Kistler, president of the council, grad
sion and Montana will have a chance Peltret, University of Washington;
uated at the end of the first semester.
ton
Brown,
Coach
Milburn’s
choice
as
wind
and
rain.
The
Grizzlies
main
seconds.
to strive for honors in competition Extra, 10.2, University of Oregon;
slabman for the first contest, also was tained the lend up to the fifth event, 15.9Javelin—Pearce,
Bessey.
wit’ll five other schools, ns the Grizz- McGillivrae, 10.1, Washington State.
stingy with the blows, allowing only when the Washington State aggrega Montana: Harmon, Montana;
Montana. Dis
lics' were deprived of the chance to '220-yard dash—Anderson, 22, and
nine
safe
swats,
but
his
wildness
in
tion
gained
the
lead
with
Montana
176 feet 8% inches.
show their ability when the quad Schroder, University of Washington;
THE
seventh inning proved costly. Mc just a point or two behind, until the tance.
880-yard run—Adams,' Montana;
rangular meet was postponed earlier Joos, Oregon Aggies; Extra. 22.8, and Displaying the same hitting power the
Farland, Stone, and Twilde hit in suc
when the score stood 63 to 62. Roys,
State; Elsenhopn, State. Time,.
in the season.
Flannagan, University of Oregon; that made them so widely feared last cession in the fourth and Briscoe’s relay,
First
National
Bank
Individual
honors
went
to
Spauld
Six Schools Entered
McGillivrae, 21.9, Washington State. year, the slugging Cougars of W.S.C. single scored McFarland, but Stone ing and Samples, with two firsts'each 9:34.2.
of Missoula
Broad jump—Farnworth, State;
The other schools competing are 440-yard dash—Ouillctte. 50.2, hammered out enough hits to .win I was
caught at the plate by a at re to their credit.
Kain, Montana; Mann, State. Dis
the University of Washington, Wash Washington State; Sisson, 51, Ore handily over Coach Milburn’s Grizz*
Montana’s Oldest
Grizzlies Take 10 Firsts
to stop the rally. Kelly’s one20 feet 9 inches.
ington State, Idaho, Oregon and Ore gon Aggies; Peltret, Smith, Univers lies in the first of the two-game series, lay
National Bank
swat and Rognlien’s mighty Although the Grizzlies took 10 tance,
220-yard dash—Samples, Montana;
gon Aggies. According to dope the ity of Washington; Norman, Idaho; Hard and opportune hitting by the Ibase
three-1
Hop
to
right
evened
the
firsts
to
their
opponents’
five,,
they
University of Washington is picked Standard, 51.1, University of Oregon. Pullmanites wrote defeat for the score for the Grizzlies in their half failed to win, as the Cougars were McGiUivre, State; Ouillette, State.
ESTABLISHED
1873
. .Time, 22.2 seconds.
to cop the honors, as the Huskies have 880-yard run—Charteris, Torney, Montanans in large, muddy letters all of the same inning. A Bobcat crossed constantly picking up second:
an
220
'low
hurdles—Spaulding.
Mon
4%
Interest
and
Na
men able to win points in all events. University of Washington; Ashbren over the diamond.
the
plate
in
the
sixth
when
Kelly
in fact they secured 11 second n a ; Hoon, State; Haines, Montana. tional Bank Protection
They are weak in the mile, jumps and |ner, Idaho; Roys, Washington State, Berg and Exley Knock Homers threw low o first and the ball thirds,
places to Montana’s three. The taTime,
25.3
seconds.
javelin throw. Montana is selected i :59
for
Your
Savings
bounced*
uwa
from Rognlien. The Staters made a clean sweep in the Mile relay—Washington. Time,
Berg and Exley, hitting third and
to win second honors with the other Mile run—Williams. 4:26; Devine, fourth
in the lineup, both landed seventh finished the contest, as far mile and discus throw, taking all three 27.8.
four schools pressing hard. Advance 4;24, Washington State; Clayton, lusty thumps
ns
the
Bobcn
s
were
Glynn places with Montana capturing the
in
the
first
inning,
the
information had figured the possible 4:29, Oregon Aggies; McCullum, hits going for the circuit. These two started th e fireworksconcerned.
and javelin places.
points as follows: University of 4:32.8, University of Washington; lads proved to be a pair of large and Babcock, pinch . hittingby walking
Captain Gillette ran the two-mile
for
Bowen,
Washington, 48 to 54 points; Montana, Jensen, University of Oregon.
Sullivan
was
hit
and
the event in the fastest time he has tra Fred Morrell Is
sharp
thorns
in
the
ribs
of
the
Grizz-1
singled,
The
31 to 34; Oregon Aggies, 22 to 24; Two-mile run—Cleaver, 9:32, lies throughout the afternoon, Exley bag!
loaded.
McFarland
doubled,
versed
course this season. After
Screen Alternate
Washington State, 20 to 22; Oregon, Idaho; Hill, Neidemeyer, University of getting a brace of blows that traveled Stone tripled, Thompson got a three- trailing theDevine
for
seven
and
one16 to 18; Idaho, 11 to 15.
Oregon; Devine, 9:45, Washington farther than Lrndberg flew. The first | bagger and Kelly’s error helped to half laps, the diminutive Grizzly run
Montana Entries
(Continued from Page 1)
State.
count came when Brown add si scores to the State college ner started his 220-yard sprint, lead
Montana's entries in the meet are High hurdles—Mitchell, 15.5. Idaho; Montan
vent to second on Chinske’s total. The jSrizzlies got another ing his opponent to the tape by sev James Richardson of Vanderbilt, H ar
Clarence Coyle, who will compete in Faget. 16.1, University of Washing- walked,
eral
yards,
coming
within
3.8
sec
mcrifiee
fly
and
scored
on
Ritter’s
score
in
the
ninth
when
Charteris
and
rison Lewis of Harvard, Rogers Folthe 100 and 220-yard dashes. Clar- ton; Fehrem, Oregon Aggies; McGee, hit..
Morrow were hit abd Charteris came onds of his Pacific coast record.
of Missoula, Montana
lansbee of Harvard. Malcolm Brown
ence has been clocked in the century University of Oregon,
Adams Breaks Record
in the sixth, Berg and Exley, around on Chinske’s single.
of Oregon State, Fred Rowe Mor
at 9.9 seconds and 22 seconds in the Low hurdles—Shelley, 25, Univers- theThen
Barkes
Adams
furnished
the
sur
unholy
two,
.started
out
by
ac
Grizzlies
Win
Second
Contest
*
rell of Montana, Arthur Lee of Michi
220. Barkes Adams in the half-mile, ity of WashingtonTwitchell, Fehren, cepting two gift trips to the first
of the meet when he clipped gan, Harold Griffin of Stanford and
with a time of 1:59.2. Captain Gil- Oregon Aggies; McGee, University of hassock. McCord hoisted a balloon The Grizzlies evened the count in prise
Resources Over F oot
the second contest when the Bobcats one-fifth of a second off Gillette’s James Stewart of Southern Cali
lette, two-mile run. He will attempt Oregon; Thompson, Idaho,
Million
fly which settled into Chinske’s were unable to solve the shoots of time in the half-mile. Adams made fornia. Consequently it is still pos
to break his former record of 9:30.2, Shot put—Dixon, 49.10; Oregon like
and Aubrey emulated this by Rafferty and when the Tricolor swat the 880 yards in 1:59.2, Gillette’s sible that some alternates may win
should good weather prevail. SpauId- Aggies;' Brix, 48.1%, University of mitt
lifting another out to Rafferty. Row- ters bounced on to the hooks of time being 1:59.4 which lie made one of the opportunity contracts and
jng will enter both the high and low Washington; Wetzel, 32, University her,
youth, then nd- “Lefty” Babcock. Bill allowed only against the Bobcats a week ago.
in that case we shall advise you, also
hurdles, with the time of 15.5 in the of Oregon; Pickett, 43.1%, Colline, vanceda totroublesome
the rubber and pounded one I nine well-scattered blows while the Tom Davis won the 440-yard dash him, at the earliest possible moment.’*
highs and 25.3 in the low hurdles. 42.4. Idaho.
of
Brown’s
offerings
the nose for ten nicks off Babcock were bunched after a hard struggle with Ouillette
MARTHA WASHINGTON
M. McCORMICK.
Miller with a height of 12 feet 4 inches Discus throw—Brix, 136.10, Spil- two bases, enough toonsend
of the State. Although the race was General JOHN
Berg and j for eight tallies.
CANDIES
Manager West Coast Pro-,
will compete in the pole vault. Bes- lers, University of Washington; Dix- Exley ambling in with another
not
exceptionally
fast
it
provided
inbrace
Glynn Starts Rally
ductions First National Pictures.
aey and Pearce will combine their ef- on, Oregon Aggies; Stager, 134.10%, of counters. Sebastian became tired
The Bobcats started plaving-roughlv *erest f,'r the crowd. Spauldin: did
forts in the javelin throw. Samples University of'Oregon; Pickett, 134.9, and whiffed ingloriously.
in the 100 and 220-yard dashes, hnv- Idaho.
when Glynn’s double and Stone'lDot let 1,18both
,EJU,ed
prevent
lus
Public Drug Store
A Real Nerve
hurdlekneeraces,
qz run
Morrow Scores
ing made the time of 10 flat in the Javelin throw—Whitlock, 190.4,
gle tallied one in the first but the capturing
Florence Hotel
III.-—(IP)—President Dav
the low hurdles three-tenths of id Urbana,
former and 22.2 seconds in the latter. Oregon Aggies; Wetzel, 1S7.10. Uni Exley, again becoming unmanage Grizzlies were in no humor' to return ning
Kinley
has
asked
the
Illinois
state
a second faster than his best time. legislature for $10,500,000 with which
Whitcomb will toss the .shot. He has versity of Oregon; Pickett, 167.11, able, pounded out another circuit I good for il and with the aid of two Miller
reached
a
good
height
in
the
reached better than 43 feet in this Idaho; Brix, University of Washing wallop in the ninth. The pellet be- casualtie Ritter’s free ticket and pole vault despite the cold weather. to carry on the work of the Univer
event. T. Davis will also enter the ton.
came lost in the neighboring farmer’s | singles by Chinske and Charteris. the Samples ran both the century and sity of Illinois for the next two years.
fruit orchard and Mr. Exley was able Grizzlies scored three in their half
of
and one half million dollars of The John R. Daily Co.
in good time. Pearce One
td proceed at leisure around the cush-1 the initial inning. The Grizzlii “V r* 1220-yardthedash
that amount will be used for the con
javelin to best his former, struction
Wholesale and Retail Dealers In
ions. The Grizzlies added another to another in the second on Morrow’s tossed
of new buildings.
inches and establish a
FR ESH AND SA LT M EATS
their total in the ninth. Morrow double and a base-hit by Chinske. mark by 12record.
F I S H , P O U L T R Y aad
walked and Bill Hodges cracked a Three more crossed home plate in newThestateGrizzlies
The Bookworm’s Paradise
to do .their
OYSTERS
single to send the Grizzly outfielder the fourth on a walk, a single, a best in the broad failed
Sport program for this week:
+
jump as Kain was The University of Chicago library
to
third.
Chinske
grounded
to
third
double
and
a
triple.
The
Grizzlies
Packers of
Baseball game. Washington State vs. University of Montana on Dornas
more^
than
a
million
volumes
and
the
only
one
to
place.
As
for
the
but Rowher threw wide to first and | topped their scoring spurt with a. run discus, the Staters heaved the plate sceives 4,000 periodicals annually.
blaser field this afternoon at 4 o’clock.
D&Co
Morrow counted. This ended the fes- j in the seventh on Morrow’s triple and way beyopd the best mark made this
Conference track meet at Corvallis Friday and Saturday.
HAM S, B ACO N , L A R D
tivities.
an infield out
figured season by the Grizzlies. None of Cambridge, Mass.—(IP)Dr. Alice
Phones 117-118
strongly
in
the
Bobcat
scores
in
Washington
State—
With Coyle-and Samples able to join the Montana squad, the Grizzlies
Montana' entries placed in the mile | Hamilton, assistant professor of InAB. It. H. o. A. E. the seventh inning.
111-113 W est Fro nt
have a good chance to win at Corvallis. The University of Washington has
n as the Cougars ran the event in dustrial Medicine at Harvard Medical
DeJulio, 2 b .... .... 4 1 2 2 2 0 The Bobcats and Grizzlies will ceptionally
the best balanced squad.
time.
school, has been apointed expert
Cole, 88 ........ ..... 4 0 0 1 6 2 tangle again this week-end when the Handicappedgood
by Coyle’s Absence
advisor to the Health Commitee of
..... 4 2 2 15 1 0 two squads meet in a two-game series. Had Clarence Coyle made the trip, (the League of Nations.
Coach Stewart wifj take ten or eleven men to the coast. The probable Berg, lb ....
Friday and Saturday, at Bozeman.
entries will be Clarence Coyle, 100 and 220 dashes; Barkes Adams, half-mile; Exley, r£ ...... .... 3 3 2 0 6 0
The
squad
will
leave
Thursday
night.
Arnio Gillette, two-mile; Clarence Spaulding, high and low hurdles; Jake McCord, If...... __ 4 0 2 1 0 0
O 0 Ir 0 0 Thirteen men will make the trip.
PHONE 252
MIKer, pole vault; Otto Bessey and Cal Pearce, javelin; Claude Samples^ 100 Aubrey, cf ....
and 220; Clark Whitoomb, shot put; Tom Davis, 100 and quarter-mile, and Rohwer, 3b ... ..... 4 0 i 1 4 1
for
Sebastian,
c
.
.....
4
0
O
6
2
0
Dick Davis, 440. The relay team will be picked from Tom and Dick Davis,
McDowell, p ..... 4 0 0 0 4 0
Atiams, Gillette, Coyle, and Samples.
Meet This Friday!
Montana will have the smallest squad present at the conference meet. Totals ........ .... 34 0 9 27 19 3
Bowl Furnished
Although the' Grizzlies will not have quantity, they will have quality. It is Montana— AB. R. H. o. A. E.
FREE
probably the best all around squad that will be present at the Corvallis tour Chinske, s s ....
5 0 0 3 1 0 The vomen's interclass track meet
ney. Montana has probably the most versatile track squad in the country. Ritter, I f ........
5 0 1 0 0 0 will be held Friday afternoon; accordThis is tlib. dope on the men that are going to the conference and although Kelly, 31>
..... 4 0
1 2 ing to Miss Mary- Laux, director.'
MAJESTIC BOTTLING
these men will not enter all the events that they are capable of doing, still Rafferty, rf ... ___ 4 0 i 4 O 00 Finals in tennis, horseshoe pitching
COMPANY
they could hold their own in all of these events with the best of conference Drew, c ........ ..... 4 0 i 3 i 0 and baseball tournaments will be
competition.
Rognlien, lb ... .... 4 0 0 8 0 0 staged. Due to unfavorable weather
“Next to Palace Hotel”
Morrow, c f .... .... 3 1 1 3 1 0 conditions, it has been impossible to
Coyle will enter the 100 and 220-yard dashes but he is also a fast low Hodges, 2b ....
0 ] 3 5 0 run off rounds of various tournaments
hurdler and a good pole vaulter. Tom Davis, although completing only his Brown, p ........
2 1 0 1
first year as a Grizzly track man, has proved to be another .dash star. He Charteris, x ... . . i 0 0 0 30 00
will enter the 100 and the 440 at Corvallis. He is also a 220 man and has
-\TRACK RECEIPTS TO
STU D ENTS!
won a number of points for Montana in the furlong.
Totals ........ 35 1 6 27 13 0 COVER ALL EXPENSES
Call 38 for Student Rates
Score by innings:
Captain Arnold Gillette will protect his conference two-mile record. He Washington State .... 200 002 110—6
TRUNKS 50c
is also a capable Tunner in the mile and half-mile and at present holds the Montana ................... 001 000 001—2 Receipts of th# 1927 Intcrscholastic
conference title in the mile and up to Saturday was the possessor of the Struck out—By Brown, 3; by Mc meet at the State University were
Hopkins
Transfer Co.
sufficient,
to
cover
all
expenses,
half-mile state record.. Barkes Adams does the 440, half-mile and mile but Dowell, 7. Bases on balls—Off
will only enter the half-mile in the conference struggle. He captured the Brown, 2; off McDowell, 3. Home- despite the increase in the n-umber of
schools
entered
and
the
number
of
title from Arnie Saturday when he Tan the event in 1:59.2 in the dual me»H runs—Exley,’ 2; Berg. Three-base
contestants whose expenses were de
at Pullman.
hits—DeJulio, 2; Berg. Two-base frayed
Let the
by the track meet committee,
Roliwer. Sacrifice hit— according
to Dr. J. P. Rowe, chair
Clarence Spaulding is a tall and low stick artist and will attempt to show hits—Kelly,
FLORENCE BARBER
Cole.
Umpires—Dislimnn
and
Camp
man.
his heels to the other hurdlers in both events' this week. He has turned hi bell.
SHOP
The total expenses of the 24th
exceptionally good time in both races. Jake Miller is a pole vaulter and a
annua) Interscholastic were slightly
DO YO UR W O R K
broad jumper but specializes in attempting to ascend to the clouds with the
more than $5,500, but the income was
use of a stick. He vaulted 12 feet 4 inches at Pullman.
Phone 331
1sufficient to leave .a slight balance.
Buy W h ere Savings A re
[The attendance at the contests on the
Otto Bessey and Cal Pearce, Montana’s two midget javelin throwers,
first
day
was
somewhat
less
than
last
will attempt to wrench some prominence from the 200-pound spear fossers.
year, but the second day was favored
G reatest
Claude Samples will enter the 100 and the 220. He is a fast man in both
with a crowd that guaranteed the
events. Clark Whitcomb, with very little experience and with a late start,
financial success of the undertaking.
has turned out to be a good shot putter. He will vie with some of the na
tion’s best. Dick Davis has run the 440, mile and half-mile but will only University of Washington.—A num
. Hopes for Burtt Smith
enter the shorter event at CorvaUis. Dick is a 50-second man and has ber of the acts from ihe junior girls’
Get the Best Shoe Shine in
vaudeville which • was successfully
improved in every meet.
Town at the
presented at Meany hall last ‘week, Gainesville, Fin.—(IP)—A twentyOUIt SPECIAL REDUCED PRICES ON
dollar
gold
piece
has
been
waiting
for
will
turn
from
campus
theatricals
to
Coach Stewart has an array of relay material that is capable of break
MEN’S CLOTHING
ing most anything, including records. Possible entries are Tom Davis, Dick charity.' They are planning a super sixteen years at the University of
MISSOULA HAT CLEANING
Davis, Barkes Adams, Arnold Gillette, Clarence Coyle, and 'Claude Samples. production to offer the public at the Florida to be given to the person who
Shirts, Underwear, Trousers,
Metropolitan theater for. the benefit will write a new Alma Mater for the
SHOP
etc., are creating quite a little
school.
During
that
time
but
10
ap
i.of
Mississippi
flood
sufferers.
The Montana men did remarkably well considering the kind of weather
sensation
plicants have attempted new *songs,
138 North Higgins
that they ran into or took with them to Pullman. It rained, sleeted, and
all
of
which
have
been
rejected.
chilled every muscle and then it rained and sleeted. Jake Miller vaulted 12 |W A S H IN G T O N R O T C U N IT

UNIVERSITY DIVIDES GRIZZLIES DEFEATED
WITH COLLEGE NINE AT PULLMAN MEET

ELEVEN GRIZZLIES 10 DEFEND

OF EASTERN DIVISION

Western Montana
National Bank

SPO R T GLIM PSES

Fruit Punch

Juniors Perform
for Flood Victims
at Washington U

feet 4 inches in that kind of weather, hard telling what he wotfld have done if
the weather was nice. Barkes Adams showed his heels to Roys, flashy Cou
gar
and won the event at I
He would probably have covered
the distance in around 1:58 with something like pleasant weather.

C O N D U CTS SHAM

Also Consider Quality While
You ’re at It

B ATTLE
Harvard Likes Baseball

• University of Washington. — The
imbvidge, Mass,—(JP)men of the ROTC will stage, a sham
is a popular sport at
battle ori their way to an all-day en
one
indent
by the fact that
campment
at
Sandppint
air
base
SatDick Davis’ fast finish in the relay Was one of the outstanding events of can:
One compkny 11 defend a | hundred candidates lm i’c answered j
the meet. Getting away with a 50-yard loss, because of Staunton’s leg in- llr<l
mch
Mitchell.
|
pring
call
of;
(’«
jury, he overcame all but four yards in the quarter-mile distance. If Staunton bill with machine guns and
smoke
had run the first rdlay it is probable that the Montana runners would have screen, while the
other companyat- ird has n vetevn i team intact
11
as
a
large
fro
Ins
ovorccme the handicap as each of the next three could have shouldered some tacks them. An air carnival will be
number
of the burden but that was too much for one man to do, although Dick did staged by expert
aviators at the
air of promising i ruits from the
i freshman class.
valiantly in his attempt.
base.
haif-miler,

*.59.2.

We Invite Your Inspection

THE TOGGERY
Men’s Style Center

Students!

Next to B.

& H.'Jewelry Co.

MONEY
It buys more at

HIGH SCHOOL "CANDY
SHOP

